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About This Game

SPLASH BLAST PANIC is a multiplayer competitive party game where you must shoot, ram, dodge and overall bully your
opponents outside the screen with a variety of watergun-based weaponry. Inspired by old arcade titles as well as newer

competitive party games, ruin all your friendships in a variety of stages.

Features

Up to 4 player multiplayer, in various forms of free for all or team-based matches, with a lot of control over match
options for your personal liking!

A bunch of different levels, each presenting their own little challenges to overcome while still trying to get your
opponents outside the ring. With the addition of a big selection of offensive and defensive items so you can baffle your
adversary at the last second and then bother them about it for the rest of the evening.

A heart pounding soundtrack composed by Mitch Gasser and an insane sound landscape by Julien Mathey

Arcade mode singleplayer, for more stages and characters unlocks as well as other little secrets. And also to master your
skills in your free time so you can become "that guy".
Colourful hand-drawn graphics mixed with an old arcadey feel, accessible for both newcoming players and with little
intricacies for more advanced and skilled gamers.
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Title: SPLASH BLAST PANIC
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Team KwaKwa
Publisher:
Digital Smash
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Portuguese,Simplified Chinese,Korean
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i s'posse Johnny is supposed to be Dutch? if thats the case, holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665XD. It's ok, but there's
just nothing here that makes it rise above every other vanilla Tower Defense port. The only reason I can recommend it is
because I got it on the holiday for less than $2....it's not worth any more than that.

I'm an addict of tower defense games, here's the ones I recommend if you want a new game in this genre.

1-OTTTD(the gore, the amazing art and creativity of enemies, and the hero system is just dynamite)
2-Defense Grid 1. (2 is ok, not in the top 5)
3-Bloons TD5 (epic challenge, will stutter and delay if you have an old rig)
4-Garden Rescue(original and christmas edition)
5-Toy Defense 3-fantasy (dragons, wizards, fun)
6-Fat Chicken (very cool and very different. But it really needs more content). Really nice performance (40 fps with zibo mod,
more with default B737 in my PC, higher than default scenery).

A good representation of the Genova enviroment (harbor, ships and city), but also of the Genova airport.

The only thing I miss is the PBR textures in some city buildings, some photoreal shoreline, and roads and railways from default
(not a blurred photoreal image).

Worth it. Wow, it's great to have Lumines back. As I relearn how to play it I am instantly falling back in love with this classic. If
you've enjoyed lumines in the past, this will easily be your jam.

Gameplay: https://youtu.be/QSmKzcAKKeM. Great game! Until you unlock everything. It is still very fun with the physics

  6/10. So FU**ING AWESOME. I've played this on two different mobile platforms and I can never get enough of this game.
This version is its most glorious incarnation.. I absolutely love this tool! It has always been one of my goto VR apps. It is the
most humanly intuitive 3D model creation tool that I have experienced. And I have experienced them all. My favorite was
walking into the first VR arcade in my city and seeing a very interesting blocky 3D plastic print on display. I asked them how
they made it and they told me they used SculptrVR!. I like the game very much, sometimes a slightly different type of hidden
object game. The objects to be found are distributed over 2-3 pages.
Das Spiel gef\u00e4llt mir sehr gut, mal eine etwas andere Art von Wimmelbildspiel. Die zu findenden Objekte sind \u00fcber
2-3 Seiten verteilt.
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most legit game ever 10/10 ign. https://youtu.be/u7SJI-IkAFQ

Pretty good idea having a race with brawling checkpoints. I found them to be a ton of fun because the simple fighting gives you
a lot of power. You're able to bounce around between enemies and knock them up. However it's not easy when you start to get a
lot of enemies on the screen.

Swapping characters is fun and the skill tree is good. The gear though is very tedious and it's a chore to equip the best gear after
each fight. Sometimes the character you want to play doesn't have the best gear and that's a shame.

So good fighting but the speed part is lacking. Getting between fights is too slow. The speed levels are OK but I was skipping
them by the end. Overall the races work though.. I am playing the most recently patched version 1.03 and finding it a very
pleasant challenge. The game starts a bit slow on the strategic map but the battles once they begin are fun and tactical interesting
without being brain burners. Then the strategic decision start to have more interest as you way the many problems France faces
in conquering Europe. The AI seems pretty competent overall. Last night I was starting to get enough of a handle on the tactical
play to feel I good crush anything and then the Russians almost beat Napoleon :-(
  There is a bit of a whack-a-mole aspect as time progresses and Europe under Britain's spurring refuses to stay conquered. But
probably that is not too far off from history. And unfortunately the 'moles' get tougher and tougher ;-)
  Recommended.. 10/10
"Like Skyrim with... Whatever the ♥♥♥♥ that thing was" -IGN
"GOTY every year!" - Notch. A little history lesson; The original game; Beach Bounce was quite interesting at first. Nice
character development, a plot... all good. Then they lost their writer and they decided to "remaster" the game. Cutting out
character development completely, making characters less dimensional, and making the plot flinter-thin.

Does Beaty Bounce fix that? Sadly, nope... it goes the direct wrong way of making a memorial VN. 3 new characters who are
not developed AT ALL (if you don't pick one of the new chars plotlines she has like 2 lines ingame at most), the chars of old
have to tear on setting of the old game.

In the game the major choice is which of the 4 girls you support throughout the game. That's what gives it a few runs, but all the
content inbetween stays exactly the same. There are a few variations, but nowhere near enough to not see it after 2 runs already.
Then there's the extremely weird logic in this game surrounding the ending. First game I ignored the bank and got an "offer" to
save it. So second time I actually worked properly for it, the auditor kissed my character and then I get a cold hard bankrupt
ending. What? Third time after ignoring again but succeeding in a plotline I saved the resort, then if I won another plotline but
actually worked to make rounds, the resort fails again. There's definitely a major logic error somewhere there does this does not
make any sense.
Another logic error is that one character may not even enter the peagant, but the game conveniently ignores this at the end and
puts her with the entrants anyway. Clearly not intentional, since she has no lines in ANY of the plotlines but her own at that
point (talk about half-assing it) but there she is.. I absolutely recommend this game if you like easy-to-get-into platformers,
couch co-op, and/or games with subtle depth.

The most recent update as of this review added Survival mode, which is really six modes (each basically an endless mode with
the goal being lasting longer than anyone else, but remaining distinct enough to be different modes). This includes a mode called
Twitch, which is a Twitch integrated mode that allows the audience to pick the next obstacles the streamer faces. Survival
mode(s) in general each have a scoreboard for those who like to get competitive.

The controls are simple enough that they need no explanation, but combine in unexpected ways to provide a seriously high skill
ceiling. You can move, jump (variable height based on how long you hold the button), dash (the same button as jump), and
burst. That's it.

I'll give one example, because discovery of mechanics is part of the fun. You can float if you hold the jump button while in the
air, and don't move. If you press a direction before the end of the float duration, you dash. This means you can float in the
middle of a laser lattice before dashing vertically to avoid an incoming mortar shot, for example.

The learning curve is not steep, at all, but does reach higher difficulty towards the end of Waves (the "campaign" mode) and
certainly much faster in Survival.
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It's a perfect game to spend literally five minutes on at a time, just to make some progress in Waves or see if you can beat your
high score in a Survival mode. Or you can play it for hours, provided you can deal with a little frustration (you'll die later on, a
lot). It's also a perfect game to ruin friendships with friends, whether in Waves, Survival, or Versus.

With promises of more to come, I'm pretty addicted (^playtime) and anticipate great things from Flat Heroes. For its price, it's a
serious steal.
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